
On March 18, two federal government cabinet ministers visited
Vancouver to announce new policies intended to meet the need
for increased marine safety on BC’s north coast. The initiatives
were repeatedly described by Natural Resources Minister Joe
Oliver as ‘World Class’, apparently to meet a condition set out by
BC Premier Christy Clark for approval of the Enbridge Northern
Gateway bitumen pipeline. 
But the initiatives were dismissed as inadequate and as a

public relations exercise by a number of BC organizations,
pointing out that the five year, $120 million budget allocated for
the eight-point program was significantly less than the reduction
in the Coast Guard budget this year. This reduction has seen the
hasty closure of the Kitsilano Coast Guard station and the
closure of Coast Guard communications centres at Vancouver,
Comox, and Tofino, leaving only Victoria and Prince Rupert to
deal with incidents over thousands of kilometers of rugged
coastline.

Analysis
The new policies are a small part of the federal omnibus Bill C-
57, An Act to enact the Aviation Industry Indemnity Act, to
amend the Aeronautics Act, the Canada Marine Act, the
Marine Liability Actand the Canada Shipping Act, 2001and to
make consequential amendments to other Acts.The bill was
introduced in Parliament on March 18 by Stephen Fletcher, MP
(of the Harper government marketing department), as the
Safeguarding Canada’s Seas and Skies Act.
The announcements lack detail, but generally:
• Kitimat, and possibly other ports, are to be designated as

federally managed ports;
• The spill response plans for all oil handling facilities must

now be approved by Transport Canada;
• All tankers are to be inspected on their first visit to Canada,

and annually thereafter. They must be double-hulled (the
Harper government has been taking credit for this, but it has
been internationally required since April, 2005);
• Marine Safety Inspectors can now levy fines up to $25,000

for pollution violations;
• Emergency response organizations will be immune from

civil or criminal liability when dealing with facilities, as they are
with ships;

• Aerial surveillance (presently one aircraft on the west coast)
is to be ‘expanded’;
• The Coast Guard is to have a new ‘Incident Command

System’;
• Pilotage and tug requirements for tankers are to be

reviewed;
• Research is planned on the behaviour of spilled bitumen in

seawater (note that Enbridge has been ordered to dredge the
Kalamazoo River, two years after their spill);
• ‘polluter pays’ oil spill ship liability limits are to be reviewed;
• The Coast Guard is to present a plan by fall 2013 for buoys,

lights, updated charts, and other improved aids to navigation;
and
• All this is to be overseen by a three man ‘Tanker Safety

Expert Panel’, Chaired by Captain Gordon Houston (formerly
the CEO of the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority—nowadays
Port Metro Vancouver), with maritime law expert Richard
Gaudreau and Dr Michael Sinclair, former Director of the
Bedford Institute of Oceanography, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.
This panel is to develop recommendations for a ‘world class’
tanker safety system.

Not Impressed With World Class
‘There hasn’t been a single major tanker spill off the coast of
British Columbia, ever,’ announced Minister Oliver. Local
groups concerned with tanker safety and bitumen pipelines
were not impressed, pointing out that the coast’s historical
absence of oil spills owed a lot to the moratorium on tankers
which had been in effect for many years.
Enbridge, of course, were ‘fully’ supportive, and BC

Environment Minister Terry Lake remarked that the
announcement was a welcome step. ‘We’ll have to look at how
it compares with other regimes, but from what I see here, it goes
a long way toward getting to what we understand to be a world-
class system,’ he said.
But ForestEthics’ Ben West was skeptical. ‘We have heard

this rhetoric before about world-class standards,’ said West. ‘I
think a lot of people would be surprised to know that we don’t
have world-class standards now.’
‘The Harper government is trying to find a way to ignore

public opposition to the Northern Gateway pipeline while
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making it look like they’re listening, using ‘world-class’
greenwashing,’ wrote Maryam Adrangi, of the Council of
Canadians.

Concerned With The Risk
Bill Wareham, Suzuki Foundation Science Project Manager, is
concerned with the risk. He points out: ‘The problem overall is
that it really doesn’t do anything to reduce the risk. If we increase
the number of tankers on the BC coast ... it’s increasing the risk’,
says Wareham. 
‘Whether it’s weather, human error or mechanical failure,

inevitably you will have an accident that won’t have anything to
do with whether or not there are regulations for safety and oil
spill clean-up.’ 
Alexandra Woodsworth, of Georgia Strait Alliance Energy

and Shipping, agrees. ‘When we’re talking about spill response,
we must realize we are actually talking about the best case
scenario, which is 25% recovery and ... we’re leaving 75 to 90%
of the oil that is spilled in the environment, and that is
something we need to think about.’
But Darcy Dobell, of the World Wildlife Fund, isn’t worried

about the regulations: ‘Our concern is that the Great Bear
Rainforest is no place for oil pipelines or oil tankers, at all.’
Carleen Thomas, of the Tsleil-Waututh First Nation,

summed it up. ‘It’s time for the Harper government to stop
talking about pipelines to the West Coast like they are inevitable
and start listening to what the people of BC are saying. British
Columbians do not want new pipelines and increased tanker
traffic on our coast.’ 0
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